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Preface
This report is the third in a series of publications which accompany the
inquiry which we are running called ‘Tomorrow’s Global Company’. Each
publication is an appetiser ahead of the main course (which will arrive
with the publication in 2007 of the Report from the inquiry).

Since the original RSA inquiry into Tomorrow’s Company in 1995,
purpose and values have been central to the work of Tomorrow’s
Company. Leaders can achieve little if those who are supposed to
follow them do not know why the organisation exists, or what
it stands for.

But too often, the debate about purpose is pre-empted. Of course,
someone in the room will say, we all know that the only purpose a
company has is to create shareholder value. Companies are just money
making machines. End of argument.

Really? Read George Binney. The truth is richer and more varied than
that glib assertion. The truth is that companies state their purpose in
different ways. Culture matters; Asian companies express it differently.
What you say is as important as what you do; values in particular can
be strongest when unspoken. In the end it is for each leader and each
board to work out their own answer to the purpose and values
conundrum. But they will do so more intelligently having read George
Binney’s essay.

I have known George Binney on and off since he was a finance director
in one part of the now lamented GEC and I was a personnel manager in
another part of the same company. Since that time he has had a range
of roles that equip him to offer a valuable reflection from his reading,
writing, teaching and experience. The views expressed in this essay are
George Binney’s alone, and not those of the Tomorrow’s Global
Company Inquiry Team, but I commend them to all those interested in
how businesses should be led and what role they should play in relation
to staff, shareholders and society.

Mark Goyder
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Introduction
It is 12 years since Collins and Porras published their influential work
‘Built to Last – Successful Habits of Visionary Companies’ 1. The book
argued forcefully that companies that last, that succeed over not just
a few years but over generations, are marked out, not by charismatic
leaders, not by choice of business area, not by particular systems,
processes or people – but by an enduring sense of purpose and values.

Collins and Porras called this sense of purpose and values a ‘core
ideology’ – a shared sense of “Why do we exist?” and “What is the
essence of how we do things around here?” It was this that gave
exceptional companies a compass to steer by, and enabled them to
adapt and thrive in periods of great economic and social change.
There was no one set of purpose and values that was right. What was
important was that companies identified their own, the one that
worked for their business and their people and that connected up
strategy and policies, behaviours and actions.

Collins and Porras supported their thesis with detailed research on
leading American companies. They produced data to show that
leading companies with a clear and coherent sense of purpose and
values had increased shareholder returns between 1926 and 1990 more
than 15 times the market average. Thus Collins and Porras identified
a paradox: companies which have a wider sense of purpose and values
make much more money for shareholders than those who focus only on
shareholder returns.

Since 1994 much has changed in the business world, not least the dot
com bubble, Enron, the emergence of China and globalisation. Where
do we stand now on the issues explored by Collins and Porras? What has
been the impact of economic and social change since 1994? How do
leading companies handle issues now? What are they now saying about
purpose and values?

Unfortunately there has been very little research to follow up on the
work of Collins and Porras and others in the 1990s. Too much of the
current debate consists of exchanging opinions and (and often
misunderstandings).

There was no one
set of purpose and
values that was
right. What was
important was that
companies identified
their own…
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There is a need for more rigorous research – particularly on what
purpose and values are lived out and not just espoused in companies
and what the consequences are in terms of business performance.

This paper is intended as a brief summary of some current practice
and thinking – and as a stimulus to further discussion and research.
I look at:

* The current expressions of purpose and values by leading
international companies – what they say and what they don’t say
about those organisations

* The widely shared sense of ‘corporate schizophrenia’ – companies
espousing wider purposes but acting as if only short-term profit
mattered

* The gravitational pull in recent years towards a more American,
shareholder focus and some of the recent critiques of this trend

* Suggestions that for international companies some shared sense
of purpose and values is required more than ever if they are to
be successful

* Ways in which leaders can influence the sense of purpose and
values in ways that are more convincing than many of the bland
statements currently published.

There is a need
for more rigorous
research –
particularly on what
purpose and values
are lived out…
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Most leading companies
do express their purpose
and values
A balanced approach?
Let’s look first at what leading companies say about their purpose and
values. The list of companies used for this exercise was generated from
a combination of sources. The ‘Tomorrow’s Company Most Admired
Companies survey’2, the ‘Fortune Global Most Admired Companies 2005’ 3

and the ‘PWC Most Respected Global Companies 2004’ 4.

From the list 16 of the 27 companies identified were from the United
States, eight have their roots in Europe and three in Japan and Korea.

The sample was then broadened to include more companies:

* With roots outside the USA, indicative of non Anglo-Saxon
business cultures 

* From the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) emerging
economies

* Involved in service businesses.

The expressions of purpose and values that these companies publish
were then viewed on the Web. This revealed that these leading
companies nowadays do express their purpose and values publicly and,
in most cases, focus on balancing different stakeholders or on customers.

Most companies publish expressions of purpose

…leading companies
nowadays do express
their purpose and
values publicly and,
in most cases, focus
on balancing different
stakeholders or on
customers.

Most companies publish
expressions of purpose
-most admired companies-

Publish purpose
Do not publish purpose

Publish purpose
Do not publish purpose

Most companies publish
expressions of purpose

-total list of companies-

15%

85%

24%

76%
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By a ‘balanced’ purpose, we mean the companies made reference to
serving shareholders, employees, customers and society without giving
priority to one group.

Other findings were:

* Only two companies on the list – Rosneft in Russia and Chalco in
China - express shareholder value as their main purpose. None of
the most admired companies did

The most common expressions of purpose focus on balancing
the needs of different groups and interests and on serving
customers

Only two companies
on the list...express
shareholder value as
their main purpose. A - Balanced B - Customer C - Serving society

D - Exploitation of E - Shareholder value F - Quality
technology

A - Balanced B - Customer C - Serving society
D - Exploitation of E - Shareholder value F - Quality

technology
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Source: George Binney

Source: George Binney
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* The Russian and Chinese companies are different in their emphasis
on hard-edged, business issues

* Only two companies (BMW and Intel) express their prime purpose
in terms of exploiting technology

* Japanese and Korean companies strike a distinctive note with their
emphasis on making a contribution to society through people

* A statement of purpose centred on serving customers was
associated among the most admired companies with high levels of
corporate citizenship: four of the nine companies with the highest
levels of corporate citizenship said they give priority to customers.

The differences in statements of values from companies with diverse
origins is consistent with a recent study by Booz Allen Hamilton and the
Aspen Institute5 which found that Asian and European companies are
more likely than North American firms to emphasise values related to
the corporation’s broader role in society, such as social and
environmental responsibility.

Some companies – for example, Johnson & Johnson and Hewlett-
Packard – state explicitly that profit is a means to an end and not their
reason for being.

Nearly all the companies set out statements of values
they espouse

This is also consistent with the Booz Allen Hamilton and the Aspen
Institute research5 which found that 89% of companies have a written
values statement.

Some companies…
state explicitly that
profit is a means to
an end and not their
reason for being.

Source: George BinneySource: George Binney

% making statements of values
on the web

-most admired companies-

Publish values
Do not publish values

Publish values
Do not publish values

% making statements of values
on the web

-total list of companies-

11%

89%

14%

86%
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Other companies
emphasise
sustainable
development and
green issues…

Most of these statements include expressions about ethical
behaviour, sustainable development, and the development
of employees

A few companies make particularly strong statements about ethical
behaviour – Coca Cola, Walt Disney, Caterpillar, Vodafone. 

Other companies emphasise sustainable development and green issues –
primary product producers BHP Billiton, SUEZ, Gazprom and Alcan – as
well as companies in other business areas – Wal-mart, Toyota, Tata
Motors, Du Pont, Apple, Novo Nordisk and Timberland.

A - People development B - Environmental sustainability
C - Ethical behaviour D - Any value statement

A B C D

% of companies with value statements
-most admired companies-

100

50

0

63

79 81
89

Source: George Binney
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“But we were
resolute in
keeping the dialog
free-flowing
and candid…”

Purpose and values as a process,
not just a statement
Two companies stand out because they talk not only about purpose and
values but also how they came to formulate the statements.

IBM’s chief executive Sam Palmisano talks about a “values jam” on the
company’s website:

“IBMers by the tens of thousands weighed in. They were thoughtful
and passionate about the company they want to be part of. They
were also brutally honest. Some of what they wrote was painful to
read, because they pointed out all the bureaucratic and
dysfunctional things that get in the way of serving clients, working
as a team or implementing new ideas. But we were resolute in
keeping the dialog free-flowing and candid…I must tell you this
process has been very meaningful to me. We are getting back in
touch with what IBM has always been about – and always will be
about – in a very concrete way. And I feel I have been handed
something every CEO craves; a mandate, for exactly the right sorts
of transformation, from an entire workforce.” 6

Standard Chartered Bank’s chief executive describes the ‘Leading the
Way’ process started in November 2003. He says:

“…during that week every member of staff was told what it meant
to be the ‘best’ and what it meant to ‘lead the way’. Every
employee needs to understand how he or she can contribute to the
Group’s aspiration and the roles they all play.”

“The ‘Leading the Way’ website describes how we will conduct
ourselves on this journey…in short it describes how we will make
profit, but with principles.

These are exciting times ahead and I am really looking forward to
working with everyone on this journey.

We’re all stepping up to the challenge!” 7
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However, many of the
expressions are formulaic
‘Seen this before?’
For most companies, the expressions of purpose and values often look
and feel very much the same. You see the same issues dealt with in
similar, formulaic terms in company after company. You read the same
words. For example in 3M’s statement:

“Our Values
* Provide investors with an attractive return through sustained

quality growth
* Satisfy customers with superior quality, value and service
* Respect our social and physical environment 
* Be a company employees are proud to be part of.” 8

You may have the feeling “I have read this somewhere before…”

Companies with personality
Yet there are some companies that stand out with their public
expressions of purpose and values. A few companies express a
distinctive personality in their statements. They give you a sense of the
nature of their business and of their identity as a company.

On the following pages are some examples of companies with
personality (for the sake of brevity we have included only excerpts
from the company statements):

You see the same
issues dealt with in
similar, formulaic
terms…
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Google

“Never settle for the best

Ten things Google has found to be true

1. Focus on the user and all else will follow
2. It’s best to do one thing really, really well
3. Fast is better than slow
4. Democracy on the web works
5. You don’t need to be at your desk to need an answer
6. You can make money without doing evil
7. There’s always more information out there
8. The need for information crosses all borders
9. You can be serious without a suit
10. Great just isn’t good enough.”9

Johnson and Johnson’s famous ‘Credo’ says:

“We believe that our first responsibility is to the doctors, nurses
and patients, to mothers and fathers who use our products and
services. In meeting their needs everything we do must be of high
quality. We must constantly strive to reduce our costs in order to
maintain reasonable prices. Customers’ orders must be serviced
promptly and accurately….”

It goes on to describe the obligations to employees and to the
community before concluding with:

“Our final responsibility is to our stockholders. Business must make
a sound profit. We must experiment with new ideas. Research must
be carried on, innovative programs developed and mistakes paid for.
New equipment must be purchased, new facilities provided and new
products launched. Reserves must be created to provide for adverse
times. When we operate according to these principles, the
stockholders should realize a fair return.” 10

“Our final
responsibility is to
our stockholders…”
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Infosys Technologies

N R Narayana Murthy, former Chairman of the Board and Chief Mentor:

“Compassionate capitalism is extremely important. In India where
the divide between the haves and have-nots is very large, the only
way to reduce this divide is by compassionate capitalism.”

The success of Asia’s multinationals is attributed to two factors:

* “…the work ethic. By and large, there is tremendous focus on
hard work, pride in the company and loyalty to the company in
Asia. The focus exists in the West too, and that is how they have
built great companies. However I see less emphasis on such a work
ethic these days.”

* “the spirit of the family in Asian companies. This means working
as a team, showing concern for your fellow employees, making
sacrifices for each other’s benefit, and identifying with the
common cause of the company.” 11

Tesco

“Our core purpose is to create value for customers to earn their
lifetime loyalty.
Our success depends on people. The people who shop with us and the
people who work with us.
If our customers like what we offer, they are more likely to come back
and shop with us again.
If the Tesco team find what we do rewarding, they are more likely to
go the extra mile to help our customers.
This is expressed as two key values:

* No one tries harder for customers
* Treat people as we like to be treated.

We regularly ask our customers and our staff what we can do to make
shopping with us and working with us a little bit better.” 12

“Our core purpose
is to create value
for customers to
earn their lifetime
loyalty.”
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Honda

“Underlying the Company Principle are two fundamental beliefs:
* Respect for the Individual
* The ‘Three Joys’

Respect for the Individual comes from a fundamental belief in the
uniqueness of the Human Being. The Human Being is born with the
capacity to think, reason and create. We should strive to nurture and
promote these unique characteristics in our company…

Because of our belief in the value of each individual, we at Honda
believe that each person working in, or coming in touch with our
company, directly or through our products, should share a sense of joy
through that experience. Our goal is to provide Joy…first “The Joy of
Buying” for every customers who buys a Honda product…second the
“Joy of Selling”…that pride and positive relationship with customers.
Third there is the “Joy of Producing”…producing quality products that
exceed the expectations of our dealers and our customers…” 13

Intel

“Intel. Leap ahead. An idea, a mantra, a call to action.

Leap ahead declares who we are and where we are going. These two
words capture what drives us, inspires us, galvanizes us into action,
and unites us in purpose and practice. It is the simple embodiment of
what we make possible for people everywhere.” 14

Wal Mart 

“The secret of successful retailing is to give your customers what they
want. And really, if you think about it from your point of view as a
customer, you want everything: a wide assortment of good-quality
merchandise; the lowest possible prices; guaranteed satisfaction with
what you buy; friendly, knowledgeable service; convenient hours; free
parking; a pleasant shopping experience.” 15 Sam Walton (1918-1992)

“The secret of
successful retailing
is to give your
customers what
they want.”
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Corporate schizophrenia?
However, there is a big problem today with expressions of purpose and
values. Many people simply don’t believe them. There is widespread
mistrust and cynicism about statements of purpose and values. Book
after book has denounced large companies for espousing wider purposes
and values but acting on the basis of a narrow, short-term attachment
to shareholder value. A well argued, recent example is Joel Bakan’s
book and film, ‘The Corporation’ 16.

For Bakan, a Canadian legal scholar, companies are legally bound to put
the interests of shareholders first. Whatever they say about serving the
interests of customers, the environment or others must be at no net
cost to the shareholder. He argues:

“…for Browne (John Browne, Group CEO of BP) and all other big
business leaders, social and environmental goals are, and must be,
strategies to advance the interests of their companies and
shareholders; they can never be legitimately pursued as ends
in themselves.”

He goes on to say that:

“That is not the worst of it, however. Corporations and the culture
they create do more than just stifle good deeds – they nurture, and
often demand, bad ones…As a psychopathic creature, the
corporation can neither recognize not act upon moral reasons to
refrain from doing harm. Nothing in its legal makeup limits what it
can do to others in pursuit of its selfish ends, and it is compelled
to do harm when the benefits of so doing outweigh the costs.” 17

From a very different viewpoint, Milton Friedman agrees:

“Executives who choose social or environmental goals over profits
are immoral since the company is the property of the shareholders
and must act in their interests. There is, however, one instance
when social and environmental aspirations can be tolerated – when
they are insincere. The executive who treats social and
environmental values as means to maximise shareholders’ wealth
commits no wrong. It’s like putting a good-looking girl in front of an
automobile to sell an automobile” says Friedman. “That’s not in
order to promote pulchritude. That’s in order to sell cars.” 18

There is widespread
mistrust and
cynicism about
statements of
purpose and values.
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The challenge is set out in a scholarly way by Richard Ellsworth in his
‘Leading With Purpose – The New Corporate Realities’:

“Today too many companies give lip service to the customers being
their number one priority and employees as being their most
valuable asset, yet they pursue a purpose of shareholder value
maximization that subordinates the interests of customers to those
of shareholders and treats employees as expendable means to these
financial ends. This organizational schizophrenia results in a purpose
focused on the capital market (shareholders), which often conflicts
with strategies oriented toward product markets and with
employees’ values. Consequently, many people experience difficulty
finding meaning in their work and most corporations are failing to
realize their potential to make people’s lives better…”

“Tumultuous change has led to a sense among employees that they
are expendable parts in a corporate machine. Many feel they have
become means to ends they do not value. The result has been an
alarming erosion of loyalty among the key source of competitive
advantage – the company’s people.

Consequently, at work many have turned their focus inward, away
from the common good to their own narrow self-interest.
Simultaneously, American capital-market institutions are scrambling
to exert greater influence over corporate management to assure
the shareholders’ primacy among the companies’ competing
constituent interests.” 19

The same case can be made by suppliers to many large companies, be
it food manufacturers or farmers to supermarkets or component
manufacturers to car companies. There is a perception that behind
warm words about ‘partnership’ and ‘quality’, there is a steely resolve
to extract the lowest cost and maximum advantage from suppliers.
There is a feeling that short-term cost advantages take priority over
long-term relationships. Whoever in the world can pop up now on the
Internet and offer to supply at the lowest cost, will get the business -
and the long-term welfare or development of the supplier
is of no importance.

Today too many
companies give lip
service to the
customers being their
number one priority…
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The sense of organisational schizophrenia receives some support from
a McKinsey survey in January 200620. They surveyed 4,238 senior
executives in 116 countries. They found that the senior executives
across the world overwhelmingly believe that corporations should
balance their obligations to shareholders with explicit contributions
‘to the broader public good.’ Only one in six agrees with the famous
quote of Milton Friedman: “The social responsibility of business is to
increase its profits.” 21

Yet, most executives see their engagement with the public good as a
risk, not an opportunity. They frankly admit that they are ineffective at
managing this wider social and political issue. They delegate the issue
to public relations departments and corporate affairs teams though
they recognise that they need to lead themselves on these issues.
They say that policies and action are needed on ethics and other
corporate responsibility issues, greater engagement with stakeholders
and increased transparency about the risks of products and processes.

…most executives
see their engagement
with the corporate
public good as a risk,
not an opportunity.

Focus solely on providing the highest possible returns to investors
while obeying all law and regulations
Generate high returns to investors but balance with contributions
to the broader public good

Which of the following statements best describes the role that
large corporations (public & private) should play in society?

16%

84%

Source: The McKinsey Global Survey of Business Executives22
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When large companies in your industry try to manage socio-political
issues, which three tactics do they rely on most frequently, and
which three do you believe are most effective?

The McKinsey report goes on to show that executives believe that the
solution lies in their own hands. Asked how adequately respondent
companies anticipate social pressure – including criticism of their activities
– 70% say that there is some or substantial ‘room for improvement’. Only
3% report that their companies are doing a ‘good job’.

…executives believe
that the solution lies
in their own hands.

Respondents use these tactics more frequently....

...but believe these to be more effective.

Entering new markets or existing old ones

Philanthropy

Publication of sustainability or
corporate-citizenship reports

Advertising and marketing

Speeches and other public actions
taken by the CEO

Lobbying of regulators and government

Media and public relations

Changing products lines and processes

Using industry coalitions to develop joint
responses to these issues

Improving compliance with laws
and regulations

Engaging stakeholders
(eg. Non-governmental organisations)

Developing and implementing policies on
ethics and other corporate-responsibility
issues (eg. Human rights)

Increasing transparency about the risks
of products or processes
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It is as if there is
a gravitational pull
towards the
American thinking
and practice as
expressed through
the international
capital markets.

The gravitational pull to
shareholder focus
Despite the excesses of the dot-com boom, despite Enron and World
Com, the world has swung sharply towards the American, shareholder-
centred views of purpose and values in the last 20 years.

It is as if there is a gravitational pull towards the American thinking and
practice as expressed through the international capital markets. Notice
some of the landmarks:

* Many Continental companies – Novartis, Daimler-Benz, Aventis,
Nokia and many others – are now quoted in New York and speak
the language of shareholder value. In another era they emphasised
product and technical excellence. Now they want to focus more on
cash generation and profit

* The conversion in the UK of many mutual societies – responsible
to customers who are members - into public liability companies –
accountable to shareholders

* The emergence in Japan of new hybrid corporate cultures, bringing
together distinctive Japanese values of serving society, trust in
long-term relationships, individuals identifying with their
companies and passion for continuous improvement with a more
American focus on eliminating unnecessary overhead and more
transparent shareholding and reporting.

International Herald Tribune
Wednesday, 30 August 2006

Made in corporate Japan: New approach to business
By Patrick L. Smith

TOKYO Now that Japan is emerging from years of
sluggish growth, its corporations appear to have
produced something few executives or analysts
expected even a few years ago: a management
method that incorporates lessons from American
companies while preserving the practices that once
made Japanese companies famous.

24
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Notice also the fall
from grace of many
of the ‘Built to Last’
companies.

Notice also the fall from grace of many of the ‘Built to Last’
companies. These were the organisations held up in 1994 by Collins
and Porras as visionary companies, held together by a long term
commitment to distinctive purpose and values. Of the 18 ‘Built To Last’
companies: 

* Hewlett-Packard is the most often cited of the visionary
companies. Yet, many insiders felt that during the reign of former
CEO Carly Fiorina traditional principles were being lost and ‘Coffee
with Carly’ was replacing the famous ‘HP Way’. The concerns
exploded on to the front pages during the furious battle over the
acquisition with Compaq when Walter Hewlett, the son of the
founder, accused Carly of betraying the core values of HP. The
acquisition went ahead, of course, but Carly was later sacked.
(During her tenure, despite the most rigorous attempts to increase
shareholder value, the stock price fell by more than half).
However despite the recent controversy and criminal investigations
surrounding spying allegations and boardroom leaks, HP has actually
recently been enjoying a strong performance and renewed stability
under Mark Hurd, the current CEO and chairman

* Boeing has been challenged hard by Airbus. Many have questioned
the company’s capacity now to innovate and invest long-term in
the way required in plane manufacturing

* Citicorp was involved in a series of mega-mergers. Is the distinctive
ideology still alive?

* Ford has faced market share decline and losses. It has just brought
in a new chief executive (from Boeing)

* Merck, once the benchmark in pharmaceuticals, has been
overtaken by Pfizer. Its model of contribution to society and
relentless innovation has been challenged by ethical concerns,
product failures and changes in the industry

* Motorola was overtaken by Nokia as world leader in mobile
communications, has fought back but finds it hard to export
outside the USA the values and beliefs that made it great

* Sony has become in large part an American company, led by
an Australian

* Walt Disney has been perceived to have lost some of its creative
energy and became ensnared in controversy about its former CEO,
Michael Eisner.
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Collins and Porras anticipated that the visionary companies would go
through many ups and downs and have to re-invent their businesses
from time to time. However, what is shocking has been the challenge to
the core ideologies of so many of the visionary companies. The
evidence that emerges now from great companies like Hewlett-Packard
and Merck is much less about their distinctive values and purpose and
much more about an approach that suggests a pre-occupation with the
same issues as more mainstream competitors. Is the sense of core
values and purpose still alive in these companies? Or has it been
replaced, in some companies at least, by a narrow focus on short-term
returns to shareholders?  

The case for concern is well put in Joseph Fuller’s ‘A Letter to the
Chief Executive’, Harvard Business Review, October 2002.  He writes a
fictional letter from a board member to the CEO of a large corporation:

“I think we were guilty of focusing more on what others expected
of us than on what we knew was the real potential of the company
and the real opportunities in our industry. In the last few years,
we’ve defined our strategy more and more in terms of outcomes –
How do we grow revenue at this rate, or EPS at that rate? – and less
and less around the substantive decisions that actually drive those
outcomes...The root cause of many of [our] problems...lies with
that willingness to be led by outside forces – indeed our own lack
of conviction about setting a course...I am not advocating that
we simply do a better job of ‘investor relations’...I’m talking
about basing our discussions with analysts on the fundamentals
of our business.”

He goes on:

“ …through our use of options we’ve infected top managers with the
same sort of short-term thinking that was the punch line of every
joke about American management 15 years ago...We are fooling
ourselves if we think the issues I have outlined are lost on the
workforce. Just what have they seen in the last five to ten years?
First they have witnessed a massive increase in both the reported
value of executive pay packages and the amount of press coverage
those packages receive. More importantly, they have seen a
fundamental change in the way we approach the business. Simply
put, they believe we lack commitment to it – and to them.

Is the sense of core
values and purpose
still alive in these
companies?
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Is the sense of core values and purpose still alive in these
companies?

Many would call us not only selfish but spineless. New product
programs come and go, not on their merits, but on our ability to
fund them from year to year based on earnings requirements.
Functions ranging from IT to internal audit are outsourced, their
employees unceremoniously seconded to new employers like so many
indentured servants. Procurement ‘rationalization’ results in the
termination of long-time suppliers. Overhead cost reduction
campaigns, ‘delayering’ and early retirement incentive packages
are followed by a massive ramp-up in hiring – and then equally
precipitous layoffs.”

“…Basically we’re saying [to employees]: ‘When the chips are down,
don’t count on us.’ And that’s a message that’s not only heartless
but dangerous. I believe our employees want the company to
succeed and, on the whole, are willing to put up with a lot to
ensure that outcome. But they have to be given some reason to
make that sacrifice.”25

“Many would call us
not only selfish but
spineless.”
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Confusing means and ends
“Perfection of means and confusion of ends seem to characterise
our age” Albert Einstein.

There are two problems with the idea that making money for
shareholders is the purpose and focus of the values of companies. One
is a simple matter of logic; that when businessmen say their aim is to
create value for shareholders, they are confusing means and ends.
What they mean is that making money is a precondition of survival. It is
no more the reason for being than saying you live in order to breathe.

Over 30 years ago, Peter Drucker set out the classic case against profit
as purpose:

“A business cannot be defined or explained in terms of profit. Asked
what a business is, the typical businessman is likely to answer: “An
organisation to make a profit.” The typical economist is likely to
give the same answer. The answer is not only false, it is irrelevant…
The concept of profit maximisation is, in fact, meaningless.

In fact the concept is worse than irrelevant; it does harm. It is a
major cause for the misunderstanding of the nature of profit in our
society and the deep-rooted hostility to profit which are among the
most dangerous diseases of an industrial society. And it is in large
part responsible for the prevailing belief that there is an inherent
contradiction between profit and a company’s ability to make a
social contribution. Actually a company can only make a social
contribution if it is highly profitable.

Profitability is not the purpose of but a limiting factor on business
enterprise and business activity. Profit is not the explanation, cause
or rationale of business behaviour and business decisions, but the
test of their validity.” 26

Shareholder value has now replaced simple measures of profit as the
universal measuring stick of corporate performance (and the reference
point, incidentally, in the McKinsey 27 survey quoted earlier for looking
at the impact of social issues). In a generation it has evolved from
being a radical new doctrine taught in business schools to being part of
the essential language of every corporate manager.

There are two
problems with the
idea that making
money for
shareholders is the
purpose and focus
of the values of
companies.
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The doctrine of shareholder value – as an economic theory – is
extremely seductive. For an economist or financial analyst, its very
completeness, precision and rigour are compelling. It gives you a
rigorous measuring stick for all business. It removes the distortions and
sleights of hand of historic financial accounting. It relates risk and
reward. It enables you to weigh up current costs against future returns.
And it gives you one ultimate objective – total shareholder returns.

It’s true also that many of the attacks on shareholder value are based
on misunderstandings. The economic theory of shareholder value is not
inherently short-term. Shareholder value goes as far into the future as
the business warrants – while still insisting that money has time value (a
Dollar or Euro today is worth more than a Dollar or Euro in the future).

The theory of shareholder value embraces all the other stakeholders.
Just because returns to shareholders are the ultimate measure, this
does not mean that a company does not have to do an excellent job for
employees and suppliers, customers and society.

Are Enron and World Com the product of shareholder value? Rubbish!
say its advocates. The scandals, they argue, hark back to the days when
public corporations were the personal fiefdoms of senior executives.
Shareholder value has obliged senior managers to restore shareholders
to the centre of attention. It gives everyone the language and tools to
see what sort of a job is really being done for shareholders. In the past
historic financial accounting too often let the managers get away with
pursuing their personal ambitions and projects.

Yet, the fundamental point made by Drucker remains true. Creation of
value for shareholders is a means and not an end, just as profit was 30
years ago. When a few prophets and philosophers like Friedman urge
that it should be the objective as well as the means, they lose touch
with reality of most businesses.

It’s true also that
many of the attacks
on shareholder value
are based on
misunderstandings.
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How many people come to
work to make money for
shareholders?
Another way of looking at the difficulty of accepting shareholder value
as the purpose of companies is to pose a practical question. Who comes
to work to make money for remote, absentee shareholders?

Personal enrichment – yes, that works as a motivator and guide to
action. Making money for others you don’t know or care about?
It seems unlikely.

James Lincoln leads the successful arc welder manufacturer, Lincoln
Electric, a company that grew to be market leader and forced giants
like GE and Westinghouse out of the market. He attacked the concept
of a corporate purpose predicated on the maximisation of profits for
the benefit of shareholders:

“The end is completely and narrowly selfish. It rivets the attention
on the wrong place. It will not prove very profitable in most cases.
If we are thinking of how much profit can be made, there will be
little thought on how good and how efficiently the product can be
made. If the mind is on “How much do I get?” it will not be on “How
do I make this better, cheaper and more useful?” The difference is
fundamental and decisive.

No great enthusiasm can be engendered if the only end in view is
the making of greater profit for some absentee stockholder...Human
nature does not relish working for some absentee whom they
already think of a rich.

If...instead we concentrate on the making of a better and better
product to be sold at a lower and lower price, we have an entirely
different reaction. Here is a project that is worthwhile. Here is a
project that can capture the imagination of all.” 28

Who comes to work
to make money for
remote, absentee
shareholders?
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Are companies expressing
their true purpose and
values?
So if it’s not shareholder value, what is the underlying purpose, what
are the key values of leading companies? I am struck by the poverty of
expression of many companies. The statements quoted above for
companies that I know are both more and less than the purpose and
values lived out. More in that some seem very far from reality. Less in
that the subtle realities of culture on the ground are not caught by the
bland, published phrases.  

Statements of purpose and values are limited by the ‘fish in the sea ’
point. We take for granted, we don’t see, that which is all around us –
until it is taken away. Similarly, if we are in a corporation, we may not
be aware of key elements of purpose and of values (unless perhaps we
have worked in other companies and other cultures) – and so we can
hardly write them down.    

There is also the problem that if you are not involved in the companies,
or in developing the statements, they may not mean much to you. A
statement may be very energising for those involved but leave others
cold.

Nokia, for example, has worked hard to capture its intent and values on
paper. Yet they are a pale shadow of the distinctive and
characteristically Finnish heart of Nokia. The published Nokia values
include ‘Customer Satisfaction, Respect, Achievement and Renewal’ 29

Yes, fine.  But those words are used by many other companies. They
hardly do justice to a company in a small country on the edge of
Europe that transformed itself in 10 years from a producer of wood
pulp and rubber boots into world leader in the mobile communications.
To begin to understand that, you need to look at ‘Sisu’, the
untranslatable Finnish word concerned with survival and determination
in the face of all odds, you would have to talk about wolf packs and
surviving the Finnish winter, you would have to deal with ‘humbleness’,
the capacity to work together intensely and you have to look at the
ruthless pragmatism required to survive and thrive in the shadow of
Soviet Russia.

In fact to do justice
to the Nokia purpose
and values, you
would have to be
either a poet – or a
philosopher.
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In fact to do justice to the Nokia purpose and values, you would have
to be either a poet – or a philosopher. Senior managers of corporations
are (usually) neither of those things. Their articulation of purpose and
values may be quite limited, it may not do justice at all to the purpose
and values which are being lived out in their companies.

There is a profound difference between Americans and other cultures
with regard to statements of purpose and values. A Dutch colleague
recently argued that many Europeans ‘don’t put it on the wall’; they
are uncomfortable with the American practice of slogans and noisy
public declarations of principles and values. “We do it first” she said,
“and afterwards may be prepared to say what values we have been
living out.”

From many European and Asian perspectives, declaring your purpose
and values may seem boastful – or at least in poor taste. Outside of
America, people often feel; ‘Yes we have purpose and values – but we
don’t make a song and dance about it.’

There is a profound
difference between
Americans and other
cultures with regard
to statements of
purpose and values.
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Another pattern - the will to win?
One group of companies who clearly express their purpose and values
not in statements but in their behaviours and actions are the ‘Hidden
Champions’, studied by Hermann Simon. In his book ‘Hidden Champions
– Lessons from 500 of the World’s Best Unknown Companies’ 30, he
looked at a different group of global companies. These are slightly
smaller companies who dominate a niche around the world. Many are
German led but he quotes examples also from the mid West of the US,
from South Africa and from New Zealand. Examples are SAP, the
software company, and Heidelberg Druck, which makes printing
machinery.

This group of companies have characteristic strategies; they focus
relentlessly over decades to win a dominant position in a narrow sector.
They invest very heavily in innovation and differentiated products. They
are vertically integrated and they control the channels to their end
customers. They lead in their different areas but are almost unknown
outside their own worlds.

Their purpose? Quite clear. To dominate, to lead, to shape and to have
power over the markets that they are in and to win. Their values:
unreasonable single-mindedness, fearlessness, stamina and perseverance
allied to obsessive innovation and quality. They are highly adaptive in
the service of very demanding goals.

The purpose and values of these companies are rarely represented in
formal statements. You have to look instead to the key personalities
who formed and lead the businesses. There is what Simon calls “a unity
of person and purpose...they live what they are and what they want to
be.” It is this that is inspiring to their employees and their customers.

Do other companies share this passion to win, to be the leader in a
particular business and have some of the same obsessive values? They
sound more credible as a focus than many of the published statements
of large companies.

The purpose and
values of these
companies are rarely
represented in formal
statements.
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Do purpose and values
matter?
Challenge 1
Strategic choices - which way to
steer at ‘moments of truth’?
For a long time managers have been aware of the need of a compass in
moments of crisis or choice. A deeply-held sense of purpose and values
provides that compass.

Alan Lafley, the CEO of Procter & Gamble, describes how early in his
tenure as CEO, he had to decide whether to go ahead with marketing
support for new brands in the US and Europe: 

“Profit pressure was severe. We had just missed earnings two
quarters in a row...But innovation is P&G’s lifeblood and the
businesses believed in their products – all of which tested better
than those of competitors – and in their brands. So we locked arms
and went ahead. When I look back now on those early weeks, it’s
clear that I had to make choices like these to convince P&G
managers that we were going to go for winning.” 

Lafley recognised that the company’s culture, far from being a
hindrance, was an asset that could be leveraged in a transformation. So
he reversed his predecessor’s sharp critique of the culture and affirmed
its competitive value in discussions with managers and employees.

“I started with P&G values and said ‘Here is what’s not going to
change. This is our purpose – to improve the everyday lives of
people around the world with P&G brands and products that deliver
performance, quality and value. That is not going to change. The
value system – integrity, trust, ownership, leadership and a passion
for service and winning: not going to change. The six guiding
principles – respect for the individual and so on: not going to
change. OK, so here’s the stuff that will change. Any business that
doesn’t have a strategy is going to develop one. Any business that
has a strategy that isn’t winning in the market place is either going
to improve its execution of change its strategy. And so on.”31

Another sort of moment of truth is when companies face the possibility
of a merger. Many are the companies which did the due diligence and
worked out the numbers but failed to take enough account of whether
the sense of purpose and values in the merging companies were
compatible (or could be made so). A notorious example is the Time
Warner/AOL merger in 2000.

“The value system –
integrity, trust,
ownership, leadership
and a passion for
service and winning:
not going to change.”
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Putting customers first?
Richard Ellsworth goes further. It is not any purpose that is needed, he
argues in his book ‘Leading with Purpose’, but one that puts customers
first. He has some numbers to support his claim. He looked at a group
of well known companies (mainly in the US) which have strong company
cultures and examined the total shareholder returns from 1983 to 1993.
He compared returns with the median of companies in the same
industry. Companies with a customer-focussed purpose did better than
shareholder value driven companies and better than the median.
Companies with purposes based on balancing stakeholders did worse
than either the shareholder value or customer focussed companies.
That is no surprise for Ellsworth. He argues that balancing stakeholders
does not work as an inspiring purpose; it simply confuses.

“It is the oldest
lesson in the world.
Succeeding
generations always
forget it. Unless you
are customer
focussed, you go out
of business.”

Companies focussed on serving
customers have the highest
shareholder returns

Source: Richard Ellsworth ‘Leading with purpose – The New Corporate Realities’ 32

“It is the oldest lesson in the world. Succeeding generations always
forget it. Unless you are customer focussed, you go out of business.”
Walter Wriston, ex-CEO of Citibank33

Average total return
Corporate purpose to shareholders relative

to companies’ industries

Costumer-focused (n=11) 136%
Shareholder-focused (n=6) 117%

Balancing stakeholders (n=6) 84%

Total return to shareholder of strong-culture companies
with differing corporate purposes

(percentage of their industry’s median performance, 1983-1993)
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Growth and profit is
constrained by the
numbers of people
with key skills and
knowledge.

Challenge 2
How to attract, retain and inspire
the knowledge workers who are
central to success
“The purpose of life is a life of purpose”
Robert Burns34

“Without work all life goes rotten. But when work is soulless, life
stifles and dies.”
Albert Camus35

We have known for a long time that ‘turned-on’ teams and
organisations produce an order of magnitude more than apathetic or
complaint groups. Now we have to factor in the importance of
‘knowledge workers.’ In business after business, there is a battle for
talent. Growth and profit is constrained by the numbers of people with
key skills and knowledge. How can your company attract, motivate and
retain more of these key people than your competitors?

Richard Ellsworth argues that “the historical battle between work as a
source of drudgery and alienation and work as a creative, fulfilling
experience continues today. It is within senior management’s power to
shape the outcome of this conflict...Purpose performs two profoundly
important, but often unrecognised, roles in this process.
First it helps people transcend the boundary between the self and
others...Second...loyalty is increased. Loyalty brings with it lower
turnover, more stable relationships and the subordination of narrow
self interest to the common interest. The firm’s knowledge is less
likely to walk out the door and knowledge creating networks remain
intact. Trust is enhanced.”

Another recent study by McKinsey36 suggests that a widely shared sense
of purpose and values is associated with superior business performance.
A study of 231 global businesses identified three distinct and
complementary management practices – clear roles, an inspiring vision
and an open and trusting culture – as essential to performance.

Each of these practices would benefit from a strong sense of purpose
and values.
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Another survey, co-sponsored by Crawford International, pointed to the
impact of an adaptive culture on financial growth. They found that
investing in strengthening leadership and culture to improve
adaptability can have a significant impact on long-term financial
performance of a company.

The following table summarises the impact of adaptive culture for the
upper and lower quartiles of companies participating in this study. This
financial growth was measured from 1996 to 2004:

Source: http://www.crawfordinternational.com/research37

…investing in
strengthening
leadership and
culture to improve
adaptability can
have a significant
impact on long-term
financial
performance of a
company.

Net Income Growth

Adaptive Corporate Culture 989%

Non-Adaptive Corporate Culture - 47%

Net Income Index Growth

Adaptive Corporate Culture 11.5

Non-Adaptive Corporate Culture 1.7

Stock Price Growth

Adaptive Corporate Culture 204%

Non-Adaptive Corporate Culture 70%
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Challenge 3
How to motivate, direct and control
behaviour?
Walter Wriston, former CEO of Citicorp, observes:

“People with the ingenuity to build the Hoover Dam can figure
out a way to beat the Hay System.” 38

The effectiveness of traditional sources of managerial control has been
in decline for some time. Company after company has flattened
hierarchies, reduced the role of headquarters, tried to dismantle
central bureaucracies, set up matrix organisations and outsourced
activities. Many organisations seem to be in a perpetual state of flux as
managers try and respond to fast changing markets and technology. In
many places, people have given up hoping that things will stabilise and
come to expect upheaval as the norm. “Who’s your boss now?” used to
be an easy question to answer. Now, many in large international
companies answer by saying “That’s an interesting question, I’m not
sure…”

A casualty of the changes has been the damage to the authority of
senior managers. A survey of 750,000 middle managers by the Hay
Group39 found that between 1987 and 1990 these managers most
common appraisal of their bosses overall abilities fell from ‘generally
high’ to ‘frankly awful’. The percentage of middle managers who
viewed the ability of their senior management favourably fell from 54%
to 38% over the same period. The proportion of employees who often
do not believe what their managers say rose from a third in 1988 to 40%
in 1996.

Only 35% of middle managers felt positive about the degree to which
top management listened to them.

And what has happened to these statistics since 1996? I am not
optimistic.

What I meet often is the dialogue of the deaf between middle and
senior managers in large companies. Top management are impatient for
middle managers to take more responsibility and implement agreed
visions and strategies more effectively. Middle management constantly
complain that the direction set is not clear enough and that the buzz
words that seem so important at the top don’t translate into clear
direction at their level.

A casualty of the
changes has been the
damage to the
authority of senior
managers.
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Amid the chaos, how can senior managers exert control and influence?
Developing the sense of shared purpose and values may not be as
tangible as another re-organisation – but it may be a lot more effective.

It would tap into the latent human potential in many companies.  A
Daniel Yankelovich poll asked people which of the following statements
they most agreed with :

1. I have an inner need to do the very best job I can regardless
of pay.

2. Work is a mere business transaction, I work only as much as
I get paid.

3. Working for a living is one of life’s necessities. I would not do
it if I didn’t have to.

78% agreed with the first view, 7% with the second and 15% with the
third. 40

In polls conducted by the Gallup Organisation and the National Opinion
Research Center, 90% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement
‘I am willing to work harder than I have to in order to help this
organisation succeed.’ 41

Developing the sense
of shared purpose
and values may not
be as tangible as
another re-
organisation – but it
may be a lot more
effective.
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Challenge 4
How to develop the glue to hold
together a global company?
To be effective the sense of purpose and values needs to travel well
and provide the glue across cultures that the modern trans-national
company needs. It is no longer enough to export the thinking and
behaviours of the home country. Customers, employees and suppliers
are much too diverse. They would not understand or accept such
uniformity. A more genuinely trans-national sense of purpose and values
is needed.

At the same time there does need to be an agreed core if the actions of
the company are to be coherent.

So it’s a constant tension and process of adaptation.

Hewlett-Packard supplies one example of how companies are balancing
the global and local needs, the need for cohesion and the need for
diversity. Ellsworth describes how:

“Hewlett-Packard’s leader found that transporting its corporate
culture to countries with distinctly different traditions required
them to distinguish between the permanence and immutability of
its values and adaptability of its objectives and practices. For
example, in HP’s Korean joint venture with Samsung, strong Korean
values regarding respect for and deference to authority conflicted
with aspects of the “HP Way”, such as respect for the individual,
participative management and open communication. Samsung
requested that local management practices be the norm in the joint
venture. However, after some discussion, managers in the
United States and Korea were persuaded to retain the central
aspects of HP’s values and objectives.

HP communicates the concept by three concentric circles. At the
centre are core end values, such as HP’s purpose and values guiding
interpersonal behaviour. These values do not change across cultures.
The next circle contains the objectives embodied in the mission and
strategy, which change only in response to market place needs.
The outer circle represents the practices, such as using titles when
talking to others in the Korean organisation, which can be modified
to adapt to cultural practices of a particular country.” 42

So it’s a constant
tensions and process
of adaptation.
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Challenge 5
How to retain social legitimacy?
Global warming has raised the stakes. If global companies want to be
seen as responsible citizens of a world community, they can no longer
wait for others to intervene or to regulate. The threats are too grave
and too pressing. They go beyond individual interests and represent a
clear shared need. 

At the same time the collapse of socialism and the decline in the
authority of other institutions mean that business is increasingly seen as
a leading force in society. It is no longer a question just of a ‘licence to
operate’. Like it or not, business is looked to for more than that. If
they are to be heroes and not villains, global companies need to
express their purpose and values in ways that reach beyond the old
legal and economic doctrines of subservience to shareholders.

It is no longer a
question just of a
‘licence to operate’.
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Day to day leading – the
real stuff of purpose and
values

“At the heart of effective corporate leadership rests the
responsibility to define, promote and defend a meaningful
overarching purpose of corporate activity – one that ennobles
those who serve it, stimulates individual commitment and brings
unity to cooperative action. The responsibility is at once strategic
and moral.” Richard Ellsworth43

The published statements of purpose and values perhaps miss the point.
The true currency of purpose and values is not so much the official
statements as the stories, the gossip that circulates around an
organisation. One powerful anecdote that goes from hand to hand is
worth a hundred PowerPoint presentations. And that’s not just because
of the cynicism about official statements. There is a subtlety about
stories that captures far more of the essence of purpose and values.

If corporate leaders are not poets or philosophers, they still shape and
influence the sense of purpose and values in critical ways. They are
keenly watched by employees and others to see which way they turn,
what they give priority to, who they favour. They are on stage, working
whether they like it or not, with powerful projections and feelings from
others. Over a period they can profoundly influence the sense of
purpose and values in the organisations they lead.

The published
statements of
purpose and values
perhaps miss the
point.
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Five questions for leaders
If this is right, what should leaders do? Let me offer five pragmatic
suggestions.

1. How and when do you take time out to reflect on what do
you stand for?

Many leaders struggle to find a ‘thinking space’, an opportunity to
step back from everyday pressures and the tyranny of events and
consider what’s most important to them. Sometimes it’s a plane
flight, sometimes a talk with an old friend or colleague, sometimes
it’s talking to an outsider that provides the opportunity. The danger
is that time rushes on and that looking back you realise you haven’t
tackled the subjects you believe are most important, perhaps not
even had the chance to articulate your core beliefs and values.

2. How do you let others know what you stand for?

This is not a question of being a charismatic communicator. Many
leadership writers (Heifetz, Collins, Pedler, Hodgson, Badaracco and
others 44) in recent years have pointed to the quiet heroes, the ones
who influence more effectively by the consistency and quality of
their actions, decisions and behaviours. It is a question of character
not charisma. People watch leaders very carefully, the body
language, how you are and what you do, more than what you say.

It is stories, critical incidents that are the language of purpose and
values, much more than the official speeches and presentations.
How are you using the ‘bush telegraph’ in your company to further
the objectives and values you believe in?

3. How often do you revisit and renew the sense of shared
purpose and values in your company?

Jorgen Madsen, the Chief Executive of the Danish-led multinational,
Grundfos, made a practice of meeting several times a year with
managers from all levels to review the philosophies of the company
and see how far the company was living up to them: “Are we being
true to our core beliefs? What are we discovering about what the
beliefs mean in the current market and society? Do we need to
update any of our objectives and values?”

It is stories, critical
incidents that are
the language of
purpose and values,
much more than the
official speeches and
presentations.
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Renewing the sense of purpose and values does not have to be a top
down programme. It can be woven into the fabric of the company. It
gains in realism from being considered in the same sort of meetings
and forum as regular business meetings. The trick is not to be too
much in ‘tell’ mode. Careful listening is also needed to promote a
dialogue and discover together how to develop the shared sense of
purpose and values. 

4. Are you using the sense of purpose and values to guide
recruitment and promotion?

The GE matrix is famous for assessing managers not just on results,
but also how they achieve them – how far they apply the GE values.
Companies as diverse as Google and Nissan recruit using values as a
critical criterion. They reason that they can train skills and
knowledge. What they can’t do is alter fundamental values if these
are incompatible with those of the company.

5. How are you taking the lead when dealing with outsiders
to your company?

A trend has gathered pace in recent months for leading companies to
follow the lead of Gillette and Coca-Cola and stop providing
guidance to analysts on their quarterly results – or even on their
annual results. The sky hasn’t fallen in as a result. A study by
McKinsey43 shows that the companies involved suffered no penalty
from the market.

For years Warren Buffet has shown the way saying that: “We simply
don’t care what earnings we report quarterly”. His preferred holding
period for a stock is ‘forever’. How have you taken the lead in
communicating with analysts and others?

Renewing the sense
of purpose and
values does not have
to be a top down
programme.

45

Investor Focus
Summer 2006

The rush to the public stage

An influx of IPOs hits the market.

The once-sluggish initial public offer (IPO) market may be
awakening with a jolt. A strong market earlier in 2006 and a
perceived end to the interest rate-hike environment are creating
favourable conditions for those companies who have decided to
go public.

Although IPOs were for many years nearly non-existent…
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Finding your own way
Like other business best sellers, ‘Built to Last’ has found that the lustre
of the excellent companies it advocated has dimmed. The 18 companies
picked out by Collins and Porras are still there, still mainly successful
but not quite the paragons of distinctive purpose and values that they
were 10 years ago.

Internationally, the pressures to fall in line with the American model of
shareholder-centred capitalism seem stronger than ever. It is the once-
distinctive and thriving German and Japanese models that seem to be
moving closer to America. Meanwhile the newcomers from China and
Russia seem at least to feel the need to ape the American pattern,
even, like so many converts before them, to be more explicit and
direct in their espousal of shareholder focus.

There are signs that the strains in the system are building up.
Customers and suppliers often feel they have been neglected and don’t
have the priority they should have. The success of many companies is
constrained by the ‘war for talent’ – how to attract and retain those
whose skills are in short supply. Many companies face disenchanted or,
at best, compliant employees and middle managers – not the inspired,
self-reliant staff they seek in order to succeed. The old levers of
authority have weakened and the new mechanisms of ‘change
management’ don’t seem to work very well. Politicians look to business
for leadership but the public is often cynical about business’s motives.
There’s a huge challenge in international companies to combine enough
diversity to serve global markets well with enough social and emotional
glue to hold the companies together.

At the same time, there is potential in many companies to come
together and be inspired by shared values and sense of purpose which
are not yet fully expressed. Theory has fallen far behind practice. Every
day people do extraordinary things because of a passion for customers
or technology or patients or saving the planet or preventing disease...or
just because they want to win and lead. Putting all these purposes and
values in the straitjacket of shareholder value is absurd. It’s not why
people do things now nor why they will be inspired in the future.
Wouldn’t it be so much better if companies felt encouraged to find
their own definitions, their own ways of expressing what inspires them
and leads to success?

Internationally, the
pressures to fall in
line with the
American model of
shareholder-centred
capitalism seem
stronger than ever.
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